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Abstract 
Motivation: Intrinsically disordered proteins lack stable 3-dimensional structure and play a crucial role 
in performing various biological functions. Key to their biological function are the molecular recognition 
features (MoRFs) located within long disordered protein sequences. Computationally identifying these 
MoRFs is a challenging task. In this study, we present a new MoRF predictor, OPAL, to identify MoRFs 
in disordered protein sequences. 
Method: OPAL utilizes two independent sources of information computed using different component 
predictors whose scores are processed and combined using common averaging method. The first 
score is predicted using a component MoRF predictor which utilizes composition and sequence similari-
ty of MoRF and non-MoRF regions to detect MoRFs. The second score is predicted using half-sphere 
exposure (HSE), solvent accessible surface area (ASA) and backbone angle information of the disor-
dered protein sequence. The second score mainly targets the amino acid properties of flanking regions 
surrounding the MoRFs to distinguish MoRF and non-MoRF residues. 
Results. OPAL is evaluated using multiple test sets that have been previously used to evaluate MoRF 
predictors. The results demonstrate that OPAL outperforms all the available MoRF predictors and is the 
most accurate predictor available for MoRF prediction.  
Availability: http://www.alok-ai-lab.com/tools/opal/ 
Contact: ashwini@hgc.jp, alok.sharma@griffith.edu.au 
Supplementary information: Supplementary data are available at Bioinformatics online. 

 
 

1 Introduction  
Recent progress in computational and experimental methods have re-
vealed many protein regions lacking stable 3-dimensional structure 
(Dyson and Wright, 2005; Lee, et al., 2014; Uversky, 2014; Wright and 

Dyson, 2015). These protein regions perform various biological func-
tions such as cell regulation and signal transduction (Lee, et al., 2014; 
Uversky, 2014) . Proteins with such regions are known as intrinsically 
disordered proteins (IDPs) (Dyson and Wright, 2005; Tompa, 2011). 
IDPs often execute their function with loosely structured short protein 
regions that bind to a structured partner and undergo a disorder-to-order 
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transition to adopt a well-defined conformation (Lee, et al., 2014; 
Mohan, et al., 2006; Vacic, et al., 2007). These short regions are known 
as short linear motifs (SLiMs) and molecular recognition features 
(MoRFs). SLiMs are short linear sequence motifs that vary in size from 
3 to 10 amino acids and are enriched in intrinsically disordered regions 
(IDRs) (Edwards, et al., 2007). On the other hand, MoRFs are long dis-
ordered regions that fold upon binding to their partner protein  and are up 
to 70 amino acids in length (Mohan, et al., 2006). MoRFs were first 
introduced as Molecular Recognition Elements (MoREs) (Oldfield, et 
al., 2005) and their role in protein-protein interactions was elucidated 
(Liu, et al., 2006; Mohan, et al., 2006; Vacic, et al., 2007).  

The functional importance of MoRFs has led to the development of 
several computational methods and predictors including the very early 
ones (Cheng, et al., 2007; Oldfield, et al., 2005), and more recent efforts 
such as ANCHOR (Dosztányi, et al., 2009), MoRFpred (Disfani, et al., 
2012), MoRFchibi (Malhis and Gsponer, 2015), MoRFchibi-light 
(Malhis, et al., 2016) and MoRFchibi-web (Malhis, et al., 2016; Malhis, 
et al., 2015) and our previous work (Sharma, et al., 2016).  

In this study, we present OPAL, to predict MoRFs of sizes 5 to 25 res-
idues located within long disordered protein sequences. OPAL is an 
ensemble of two predictors: MoRFchibi and Prediction of MoRFs Incor-
porating Structure (PROMIS), which is also described in this work. 
OPAL combines MoRF scores at multiple stages using common averag-
ing method. The first score is calculated using a component MoRF pre-
dictor, MoRFchibi. The score is processed and is combined with the 
score of PROMIS. PROMIS is constructed using half-sphere exposure 
(HSE) (Hamelryck, 2005), solvent accessible surface area (ASA) and 
backbone angle information of disordered protein sequences to predict 
MoRFs. The development of PROMIS offered a significant improve-
ment in prediction accuracies when compared with MoRFchibi, MoRF-
pred and ANCHOR predictors. Overall, the integration of PROMIS with 
MoRFchibi provided better prediction quality for OPAL compared with 
predictors of similar approach e.g. MoRFchibi-light and MoRFchibi-
web. OPAL is available as an online server at  http://www.alok-ai-
lab.com/tools/opal. 

2 Method 
2.1 Benchmark dataset 
We used training and test sets that were previously introduced by Disfani 
et. al.  (Disfani, et al., 2012) to develop MoRF predictors. These sets 
were recently used to train and benchmark predictors MoRFchibi, 
MoRFchibi-light and MoRFchibi-web. The training set contains 421 
protein sequences with 245,984 residues, of which 5,396 are MoRF 
residues. The test set contains 419 protein sequences with 258,829 resi-
dues, of which 5,153 are MoRF residues. A second test set, named NEW 
in Malhis et. al.  (Malhis and Gsponer, 2015) contains 45 sequences with 
37,533 residues, of which 626 are MoRF residues. These sets were col-
lected from Protein Data Bank (PDB) (Disfani, et al., 2012) and peptide 
regions of 5 to 25 residues were identified as MoRF regions. All the test 
sequences share less than 30% sequence identity to sequences in the 
training set (Disfani, et al., 2012). We use the training set to train OPAL 
and the first test set to evaluate it. We further combine first and the sec-
ond test sets into single set, TEST464 as in Malhis et. al. (Malhis, et al., 
2016) and use it to compare the proposed predictor with the state-of-the-
art MoRF predictors. Although TEST464 contains sequences that were 
used to test previous MoRF predictors (Disfani, et al., 2012; Malhis and 
Gsponer, 2015; Malhis, et al., 2016), we found that 42% of the sequenc-
es in TEST464 have sequence identity 30% or more with one other se-
quence in the set. To address this, we used cd-hit (Li and Godzik, 2006) 

to remove the sequences from TEST464 which share 30% or more se-
quence identity. This resulted in 266 sequences and we called this fil-
tered set TEST266. We used an additional test set, EXP53, which was 
collected and assembled by Malhis et. al. (Malhis, et al., 2015). There 
are 53 non-redundant protein sequences in this set containing MoRF 
regions that are experimentally verified to be disordered in isolation. 
EXP53 set was filtered to have sequences with less than 30% sequence 
identity to those in the training set. EXP53 sequences also share less than 
30% sequence identity with each other (Malhis, et al., 2015). EXP53 set 
contains 25,186 residues, of which 2,432 are MoRF residues. Since 
protein sequences in EXP53 set contain MoRFs with length greater than 
30 residues, MoRFs are further divided into short MoRFs (up to 30 resi-
dues) and long MoRFs (longer than 30 residues). For the rest of the 
paper, we refer to short MoRFs as EXP53short, long MoRFs as 
EXP53long and all MoRFs as EXP53all. We used TEST266 and EXP53 
sets to compare and validate the proposed predictor. 

2.2  The PROMIS model 
In order to distinguish between MoRF and non-MoRF residues, the 
proposed PROMIS model uses structural information of disordered 
regions to compute amino acid properties of flanking regions surround-
ing the MoRFs. The structural information includes attributes such as 
HSE (Hamelryck, 2005), ASA and backbone angles of amino acids in 
disordered regions predicted via Spider2 (Heffernan, et al., 2015; Yang, 
et al., 2017), a sequence predictor of local and non-local structural fea-
tures of protein sequences. Two different methods of feature extraction 
are employed to retrieve meaningful features from structural attributes. 
The first method is based on profile bigram (Sharma, et al., 2013), where 
the feature vector is obtained by counting the bigram frequencies from 
the position specific scoring matrix (PSSM) representing  a protein re-
gion. However, in this paper we do not apply PSSM to compute profile 
bigram, instead we used structural attributes to evaluate bigram features. 
The second method is based on the properties of flanks surrounding the 
MoRF residue. In this method, feature vector is extracted from structural 
attributes to encode the properties of flanks surrounding the query resi-
due. More details on the above two methods are given later. For the rest 
of the paper, we refer to the above two methods as BigramMoRF and 
StructMoRF, respectively (please see Supplementary Text S1). The 
feature vectors generated using the above two methods are sent to an 
SVM model for prediction. The architecture of the proposed PROMIS 
predictor is shown in Figure 1. The prediction scores of the SVM model 
obtained from each of the methods described above are combined using 
the common averaging strategy to produce propensity scores of 
PROMIS. In common averaging, the score of all SVM models is added 
and further divided by the number of models used. 

To construct PROMIS, we took a similar approach as we took in our 
previous study (Sharma, et al., 2016) to divide each training sequence 
into two segments. Using the first segment, we extract positive samples 
representing MoRFs and using the second segment, we extract negative 
samples representing non-MoRFs. Our previous study used a fixed flank 
length of 12 amino acids surrounding the MoRF region to create seg-
ments. However, in this study we varied the flank length from 12 to 25 
amino acids to identify the length that best discriminates MoRF residues 
from non-MoRF residues. Using AUC performance measure on the test 
data (please see Supplementary Table S1), we selected the optimal flank 
length to be 20. The following subsections outline the structural attrib-
utes, feature extraction methods, and training and test of the SVM model. 
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Fig.1: Architecture of the PROMIS predictor. PROMIS is constructed using 
structural attributes of disordered regions. The scores are processed using common 
averaging. In common averaging, the score of all SVM models is added and further 
divided by the number of models used. 

2.2.1 Structural attributes 

Spider2 (Yang, et al., 2017) output is used as a source of feature extrac-
tion. It predicts structural information about the protein sequences which 
includes: 
• Secondary structure (SS):  contains structural description of each 

amino acid residue in a number of discrete states, such as helix, 
sheet and coil. 

• Accessible surface area (ASA):  measures the exposure level of 
amino acid residue to solvent in a protein region and is a one–
dimensional structural property. 

• Backbone angles:  includes backbone dihedral angles of amino ac-
ids in protein region. We consider the Phi, Psi, Theta (𝜃𝜃) and Tau 
( 𝜏𝜏 ) angles. 𝜃𝜃  is the angle between 𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶  atoms 
(𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝑖𝑖−1 – 𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝑖𝑖   – 𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝑖𝑖+1 ) and  𝜏𝜏 is the dihedral angle rotated about 
the  𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝑖𝑖 − 𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝑖𝑖+1  bond . 

• Half-sphere exposure (HSE): is an alternative measure of the sol-
vent exposure of a residue and has been shown to perform better 
than ASA (Heffernan, et al., 2016). It gives the number of C alpha 
atoms in the upper and lower spheres defined for each residue. We 
use two measures specifying the HSE alpha and beta (HSEu and 
HSEd) along with the contact number for each residue. 

2.2.2 Feature extraction 

To extract feature vectors from structural attributes, the following feature 
extraction methods are considered: 
• BigramMoRF: in this method, we computed bigram features by 

utilizing structural attributes. The bigram features from k-th attrib-
ute to l-th attribute (in a protein sequence) is computed as follows: 
𝐵𝐵𝑘𝑘,𝑙𝑙 =   1

𝐿𝐿
∑ 𝑀𝑀𝑖𝑖,𝑘𝑘 𝐿𝐿−1
𝑖𝑖=1 𝑀𝑀𝑖𝑖+1,𝑙𝑙  (1 ≤ 𝑘𝑘 ≤ 𝑛𝑛 and 1 ≤ 𝑙𝑙 ≤ 𝑛𝑛)             (1)      

where 𝑀𝑀𝑖𝑖,𝑘𝑘  is the element of structural matrix M of size L by n, L is 
the length of a protein region and n is the number of structural at-
tributes. Computing the bigram frequencies 𝐵𝐵𝑘𝑘,𝑙𝑙  for 𝑘𝑘 = 1,2, …𝑛𝑛 
and 𝑙𝑙 = 1,2, … ,𝑛𝑛 would give a bigram matrix 𝐵𝐵 of size 𝑛𝑛 × 𝑛𝑛. This 
matrix 𝐵𝐵 can be represented as a vector form 𝐹𝐹𝑏𝑏 by reshaping the 
𝑛𝑛 × 𝑛𝑛 matrix into a vector of length 𝑛𝑛2. 𝐹𝐹𝑏𝑏 is a bigram of attributes 
and not basis expansion of feature vectors. The use of bigram fea-
tures has shown promising results in protein fold recognition, pro-

tein subcellular localization, structural class prediction, functional 
analysis, drug-interaction and other related problems (Kavianpour 
and Vasighi, 2017; Lyons, et al., 2015; Mousavian, et al., 2016; 
Peng, et al., 2017; Sharma, et al., 2013; Sharma, et al., 2015; Xia, 
et al., 2017).    

• StructMoRF: to represent a protein region, in this method the at-
tribute values are treated as features. i.e., the feature vector for a 
sample can be interpreted as 𝐹𝐹𝑠𝑠 = [𝑀𝑀1,1 ,  𝑀𝑀2,1 ,...,  𝑀𝑀𝑖𝑖,𝑗𝑗 , … ,𝑀𝑀𝐿𝐿,𝑛𝑛 ], 
where 𝑀𝑀𝑖𝑖,𝑗𝑗  is an element of structural matrix M of size L by n. As 
before  L is the length of a protein region and n is the number of at-
tributes. 𝐹𝐹𝑠𝑠 is a tensor sum of attributes. 

 2.2.3 SVM model 

An SVM classifier with radial basis function (RBF) is used to evaluate 
the features generated. Performing a grid search, SVM kernel parameters 
C and gamma were selected as 1000 and 0.0038, respectively (please see 
Supplementary Text S2).  

 2.2.4 Training 

For training, since there are more non-MoRF residues compared to 
MoRF residues in training data, balanced sampling is done by extracting 
equal number of positive and negative samples. This ratio is further 
increased to 1:2, i.e. two non-MoRF samples for each MoRF sample, to 
obtain higher AUCs in detecting MoRF residues (please see Supplemen-
tary Table S2 for details).  For BigramMoRF method, samples are cho-
sen to represent a region of MoRF residues with a flank of 20 amino 
acids upstream and downstream of the selected region. On the other 
hand, for StructMoRF method, samples are chosen to represent a MoRF 
residue with a flank of 20 amino acids upstream and downstream of the 
selected residue. The feature vector is computed from the sample and is 
used for training the model. The detailed procedure of extracting positive 
and negative samples from training data is illustrated in supplementary 
information (please see Supplementary Text S1). 

2.2.5 Testing 

To score a query sequence, we take a query sample from the query se-
quence to represent each residue. The feature vector is extracted from the 
sample and is used for scoring. The detailed explanation and illustration 
of scoring a query sequence is demonstrated in supplementary infor-
mation (please see Supplementary Text S1). 

2.3 Score calculation 
In order to validate that the predicted residue is a part of a binding re-
gion, we process each predicted score using its neighboring residue 
scores. Taking the score of query residue at i-th location and its neigh-
boring residue scores of size z on both sides, we compute the processed 
propensity score for each residue as follows:  

Processed score𝑖𝑖 = (max(scoresx  ) +  median(scores𝑥𝑥  ))/2 
                                                                                             (2) 

where i=1,2,…, L, L is the length of query protein sequence and x varies 
from i-z to i+z. 

2.4 Combined model (OPAL) 
We applied common averaging technique to combine the proposed 
PROMIS predictor with component MoRF predictor, MoRFchibi into a 



 

single model called OPAL. To predict MoRFs, MoRFchibi targets simi-
larity, composition and contrast information of MoRF and non-MoRF 
regions using physicochemical properties of amino acids. MoRFchibi 
utilizes two SVM models with two different kernel functions (sigmoid 
and RBF). The first kernel (sigmoid) is used to distinguish sequence 
similarity of query regions to that of training regions and the second 
kernel (RBF) is used to extract composition and contrast information 
between the MoRF region and its surrounding regions. In this frame-
work, MoRFchibi is used as one of the components of OPAL and its 
propensity scores are processed and combined with PROMIS in this 
study. The details of score processing is described in subsection 2.3. The 
overview of the combined predictor, OPAL is shown in Figure 2. 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig.2: Overview of OPAL predictor. OPAL is constructed using processed 
MoRFchibi component predictor and PROMIS predictor proposed in this study. 
The scores are processed using common averaging. To use MoRFchibi as a com-
ponent predictor, we downloaded MoRFchibi and interfaced it with PROMIS.  

2.5 Performance measure 
To evaluate OPAL, we used AUC performance measure. AUC is the 
area under the receiver operating characteristics (ROC) curve and is 
commonly used to evaluate a predictor to see how well it separates two 
classes of information, i.e. MoRF and non-MoRF residues. We also 
report precision, F-measure and false positive rate (FPR) for different 
values of true positive rate (TPR), since we are interested in predicting 
MoRFs at a high threshold probability which is near the lower left corner 
of the AUC curve. TPR is defined as TP/𝑁𝑁𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀  and FPR is defined as 
FP/𝑁𝑁𝑛𝑛𝑀𝑀𝑛𝑛−𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀 , where TP is the number of correctly classified MoRF 
residues, FP is the number of incorrectly predicted MoRF residues, 
𝑁𝑁𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀  is the total number of MoRF residues and 𝑁𝑁𝑛𝑛𝑀𝑀𝑛𝑛−𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀  is the total 
number of non-MoRF residues. To report the processing speed of the 
predictor, we noted the processing time of the predictor to score a protein 
sequence and used it to compute the number of residues it predicts in one 
minute i.e., residues/minute (r/m).  

2.6 OPAL Online Server 
OPAL is available as an online server at http://www.alok-ai-lab.com/ 
tools/opal/. The details of using OPAL online server are as follows: Opal 
accepts input as a single protein sequence of length greater than 26 ami-
no acids. A screenshot of the top page of OPAL online server is shown 
in Figure 3. To use OPAL, users need to enter a protein sequence and 
email address (optional) before submitting a job to OPAL online serv-
er.   Once the job is processed, the result can be downloaded using the 

job ID assigned to the submission. It takes an average processing time of 
15 to 20 minutes to process a job.  If the user provides an email address 
with the job submission, then notification is sent to the email once the 
job is processed. A screenshot of the output is shown in supplementary 
Figure (please see Supplementary Figure.S1). 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig.3: OPAL online server homepage. A screenshot to show the top page of 
OPAL online server. Its website address is http://www.alok-ai-lab.com/tools/opal/. 

3 Results 
OPAL is trained and tested using the same data that was used to train and 
evaluate the predictors, MoRFpred, MoRFchibi and MoRFchibi-web. 
These datasets are described in detail in Disfani et. al. (Disfani, et al., 
2012) and Malhis et. al. (Malhis, et al., 2015). We use test sets to evalu-
ate the proposed predictor and the set EXP53 to validate that the perfor-
mance improvement is not the result of over fitting. In addition, since all 
the mentioned and the proposed predictors are trained to predict MoRFs 
of sizes 5 to 25 residues while EXP53 set contains sequences with 
MoRFs of length greater than 30 residues, we show performance of 
EXP53 as EXP53all, EXP53long and EXP53short, where EXP53all 
contains all the MoRFs from 53 sequences, EXP53long contains MoRFs 
that are greater than 30 residues in size and EXP53short contains MoRFs 
that are up to 30 residues in size. 

3.1 Attribute and model selection 
Evaluating the test set, we select important structural attributes and 

models to identify MoRFs in disordered protein sequence. We use suc-
cessive feature selection  scheme in the forward direction (Sharma, et al., 
2013) to rank each structural attribute according to its contribution to-
wards successfully predicting MoRFs. For BigramMoRF method, HSEα 
attributes were ranked highest amongst structural attributes, 𝜃𝜃 attribute 
was ranked highest amongst the dihedral angles and was ranked second 
overall. Moreover, ASA attribute performed average and 𝜏𝜏 angle attrib-
ute was ranked lowest. For StructMoRF method, HSEu attribute from 
HSEα group was ranked highest and gave good prediction accuracies in 
first stage of selection, however, in the second stage its combination with 
other attributes deteriorated the accuracies.  Thus, to obtain average 
performance, we construct three SVM models, MoRFbi-1, MoRFbi-2  
and MoRFwin as shown in Figure 1. MoRFbi-1 and MoRFbi-2 are con-
structed using BigramMoRF method and MoRFwin is constructed using 
StructMoRF method. For feature extraction MoRFbi-1 uses attributes 
HSEα and ASA; MoRFbi-2 uses attribute 𝜃𝜃 from dihedral angles; and, 
MoRFwin uses attribute HSEu. Furthermore, for scoring a query se-
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quence, the window size for extracting a sample was set as 70 and 41 for 
BigramMoRF and StructMoRF methods, respectively. We selected these 
sizes, because AUCs computed were highest with these sizes compared 
with other window sizes for each method. 

Table 1 shows the AUCs for model trained with training sampling ra-
tio 1:1 and 1:2. First model performed well with sampling ratio of 1:2, 
whereas second and third models gave good AUCs with sampling ratio 
1:1 (for more details on model selection please see Supplementary Table 
S2). Thus, we select best performing models and combine their scores 
using common averaging method. The selected and combined models are 
shown in Table 2. 
 
Table 1: AUCs for models with sampling ratio 1:1 and 1:2 using test set. 

Bold numbers indicate best performance measure. 
 
Table 2: AUCs for selected and combined models using test set. 

Combined PROMIS model with significant improvement in AUCs compared to 
individual selected models. 

 
To validate that the predicted scores as MoRFs form part of the bind-

ing region, we use equation (2) to process each predicted score by vary-
ing parameter z (parameter z refers to the  size of neighboring  residue 
scores). Figure 4 shows the AUCs for different values of z for each of the 
model. It is observed that models MoRFbi-1, and MoRFbi-2 obtain 
optimal results at z =20, whereas MoRFwin obtain optimal result at z 
=12. Furthermore, since MoRFchibi is used in our proposed combined 
model OPAL, we also process MoRFchibi scores and found that it ob-
tains optimal result at z=4 as observed in Figure 4. Thus, to develop our 
final predictors PROMIS and OPAL, we process the mentioned model 
scores at specified z parameters giving the best results.  

3.2 Comparison with state-of-the-art predictors 
To compare the performance of the proposed predictor with available 

state-of-the-art MoRF predictors, we use datasets TEST464, TEST266 
and EXP53 to report the AUCs. We show performance of PROMIS and 
OPAL, in Table 3 and Table 4, respectively.  In Table 3 PROMIS is 
compared with predictors ANCHOR, MoRFpred and MoRFchibi. These 
predictors are developed using similar approaches, whereas in Table 4 
we compare MoRF predictors which are constructed using many other 
component predictors and their scores are combined at several stages to 
produce the final MoRF propensity scores. These predictors are MoRF-
chibi-light, MoRFchibi-web and OPAL. 

PROMIS achieves significant improvements in predicting MoRFs. 
Compared with MoRFchibi, it provided 4.7% increase in AUCs for 
TEST464 dataset, 10.6% increase in AUCs for EXP53all, 13.6% in-

crease in AUCs for EXP53long and 3.3% increase in AUCs for 
EXP53short datasets, respectively. 

 
Table 3: AUCs for predictors of similar approach. 

Predictor 
/methods TEST464 TEST266 EXP53all EXP53long EXP53short 

ANCHOR 0.605 0.599 0.615 0.586 0.683 

MoRFpred 0.675 0651 0.620 0.598 0.673 

MoRFchibi 0.743 0.709 0.712 0.679 0.790 

PROMIS 0.790 0.770 0.818 0.815 0.823 

In bold, PROMIS shows significant improvement in prediction accuracies, com-
pared to MoRFchibi. MoRFpred and ANCHOR. 

Table 4: AUCs for combined component MoRF predictors. 

In bold, OPAL shows overall improvement in prediction accuracies, compared to 
MoRFchibi-light and MoRFchibi-web. 

Incorporating a number of component predictors is thought to increase 
the performance; this is observed in Table 4. All the combined predictors 
perform well in comparison with individual predictors observed in Table 
3. Compared with MoRFchibi-light and MoRFchibi-web, OPAL ob-
tained 3.9% and 1.1% increase in AUCs for TEST464 dataset, 3.9% and 
3.7% increase in AUCs for EXP53all, 6.5% and 5.3% increase in AUCs 
for EXP53long and performed very similar to MoRFchibi-light and 
MoRFchibi-web for EXP53short dataset, respectively.  The AUC curves 
generated using each of the dataset is shown in Figure 5. Moreover, it is 
observed that the proposed predictor achieves much lower false positive 
rate (FPR) at any given true positive rate (TPR) (please see Supplemen-
tary Table.S3). All the mentioned MoRF predictors in this study were 
designed to predict MoRFs up to size of 25 residues, therefore, it was 
important to know their performance in scoring longer MoRFs. Thus, 
PROMIS and OPAL have shown significant increase in accuracies for 
predicting these MoRFs. For comparison, we also computed precision 
and F-measure for different values of TPR as observed in Table 5. 

3.3 Processing speed  
MoRF predictors are used to score large sets of proteins; therefore, it 

is necessary to test its efficiency. We compare and report the prediction 
speed for each of the predictor. For MoRFchibi-light, MoRFchibi and 
ANCHOR, we tested these predictors using the entire TEST set using i5, 
3.5GHz computer, since these predictors do not require multiple se-
quence alignments (MSA). On the other hand, MoRFchibi-web and 
OPAL required MSA, therefore, we test both these predictors using a 
single sequence from test set (Uniprot:Q38087) with 903 residues. Pre-
dictor MoRFpred is not downloadable, so it was tested on its prediction 
server with single sequence (Uniprot:Q38087). The processing speed of 
each predictor with its AUCs are summarized in Table 5. Prediction 
speed for ANCHOR, MoRFchibi and MoRFchibi-light do not require 
generation of evolutionary profiles, therefore were fastest with speeds of 
3.9×10e+6 r/m, 10.5×10e+3 r/m and 9.9×10e+3 r/m, respectively. The 
prediction speed of OPAL came third with 215 r/m, whereas MoRFchi-
bi-web provided speed of 80 r/m and MoRFpred came slowest with 48 
r/m. Additionally, processing single sequence using MoRFchibi-web on 

  

Sampling ratio 1:1 Sampling ratio 1:2 

 
Models AUC AUC 

1 MoRFbi-1 0.734 0.760 

2 MoRFbi-2 0.689 0.652 

3 MoRFwin 0.769 0.738 

 
Models Sampling ratio Test AUC 

1 MoRFbi-1 1:2 0.760 

2 MoRFbi-2 1:1 0.689 

3 MoRFwin 1:1 0.769 

Combined PROMIS  0.791 

Predictor 
/methods TEST464 TEST266 EXP53all EXP53long EXP53short 

MoRFchibi-light 0.777 0.762 0.799 0.770 0.869 

MoRFchibi-web 0.805 0.785 0.797 0.758 0.886 

OPAL 0.816 0.795 0.836 0.823 0.870 



 

its prediction server provided its speed of 588 r/m, however, the server 
hardware processor is unknown. The comparison might not be entirely 
fair, since the prediction server processor for some predictors are un-

known and some predictors required the generation of evolutionary 
profiles.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

Fig.4: Processed AUCs for each model. The size of parameter z in equation (2) is varied from 1 to 20 and suitable size is selected for each model. a) all models AUCs are 
shown. b) MoRFbi-1 AUCs. c) MoRFbi-2 AUCs. d) MoRFwin AUCs. e) MoRFchibi  AUCs. MoRFbi-1 and MoRFbi-2 performed well at z =20, MoRFwin performed well 
at z =12, and MoRFchibi performed well at z =4. 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 

Fig.5: AUC curves generated for each of the datasets, EXP53all, EXP53long, EXP53short and TEST464. Curves a, b, c, and d show OPAL and PROMIS compared with 
MoRFchibi, MoRFpred and ANCHOR, respectively. Curves e, f, g, and h show OPAL and PROMIS compared with MoRFchibi-web and MoRFchibi-light, respectively.  
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Table 5: Overall comparison of results 

Precision and F-measure is given for TPR values of 0.3 and 0.5, respectively, for EXP53all set  and  AUC is given for TEST464 and  EXP53all  sets, respectively. 

 
4 Discussion 
We present OPAL, a new sequence based predictor for MoRFs in IDRs. 
OPAL is developed using processed scores of component MoRFchibi 
predictor and the scores of proposed PROMIS predictor. We compared 
its performance with predictors ANCHOR, MoRFpred, MoRFchibi, 
MoRFchibi-light and MoRFchibi-web. The predictors like MoRFchibi-
light and MoRFchibi-web are recently published and they are construct-
ed by combining several other disorder and MoRF component predictors. 
On the other hand, predictors like ANCHOR, MoRFpred and MoRFchibi 
are similar to PROMIS. Therefore, we first compare PROMIS with 
ANCHOR, MoRFpred, and MoRFchibi and then we compared OPAL 
with MoRFchibi-light and MoRFchibi-web. Using test sets TEST464, 
TEST266 and EXP53, the results demonstrate that PROMIS outperforms 
ANCHOR, MoRFpred and MoRFchibi, by observing significant im-
provement in AUCs. Furthermore, combining component MoRF predic-
tors (such as MoRFchibi-light and MoRFchibi-web), OPAL demonstrat-
ed improvement in performance and outperformed the benchmarked 
MoRFchibi-web predictor. 

Achieving higher prediction accuracy for OPAL is the result of com-
bining predictors, PROMIS and MoRFchibi. PROMIS uses structural 
information of disordered regions for prediction. In the result, it was 
observed that PROMIS alone provided AUC of 0.790 for TEST464 
dataset, whereas MoRFchibi provided AUC of 0.743 only. Using struc-
tural features for predicting MoRFs provided enough discrimination 
information to differentiate MoRFs from its surrounding regions. Com-
pared with physicochemical features of MoRFchibi, they perform well 
along with the solvent exposure level of amino acids contained in disor-
dered regions.  Furthermore, combining PROMIS with MoRFchibi, 
outperformed all the predictors across the test sets. These predictors use 
different source of features with different learning algorithms, thus, 
combining them utilizes the complementary information provided by 
each, which results in performance improvement. Using validation data 
set EXP53all with 53 protein sequences, where MoRF regions are exper-
imentally verified to be disordered in isolation, OPAL showed 3.9% 
performance improvement over MoRFchibi-web and provided lower 
FPR at any given TPR as shown in Table 6. 

The additional improvement for the proposed predictor is the outcome 
of processing the propensity scores at each stage. By varying and select-
ing the best size of parameter z in equation (2) showed improvement of 
0.3% in MoRFbi-1 model, 1.8% in MoRFbi-2 model, 2.6% in MoRFwin 
model, and 0.4% in MoRFchibi model. 

 
 
 

Table 6: FPR as a function of TPR for validating OPAL using EXP53all 
set 
TPR 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 

MoRFchibi-web 0.016 0.033 0.061 0.107 0.166 0.261 0.382 0.539 

OPAL 0.015 0.029 0.056 0.085 0.128 0.193 0.286 0.437 

FPR for TPR values of 0.2, 0.3, 0.4, 0.5, 0.6, 0.7, 0.8 and 0.9 for predictor OPAL 
compared with MoRFchibi-web.  Note: OPAL beats MoRFchibi-web at any given 
TPR. 

To predict residues in protein sequences as MoRFs or non-MoRFs, 
predictors are supposed to be consistent over the entire length of the 
protein sequence. However, if the query samples taken for the regions 
are very similar to that of training samples, the predictor will over score 
and produce biased prediction. To overcome this bias, OPAL imple-
ments and combines several approaches such as, using two independent 
sources of information, two different feature extraction methods, select-
ing best sampling ratios between MoRF and non-MoRF samples during 
training, and excluding non-MoRF residues neighboring MoRF regions 
as negative samples. Moreover, using common averaging to combine 
different models and component predictors with different machine lean-
ing approach makes OPAL less likely to produce biased scores. To show 
the importance of combining PROMIS with MoRFchibi, we plotted 
propensity scores of protein P42768 from EXP53 set. This protein con-
tains two verified MoRF regions.  Figure 6 shows the propensity scores 
for models OPAL, PROMIS and MoRFchibi. It is noted that MoRFchibi 
obtains high scores at the verified MoRF regions, however, it also gives 
high scores where MoRFs do not exist, i.e., high scores between residues 
75 to 140.  On the other hand, PROMIS keeps the scores less between 
residues 75 to 140 and provides above average scores at verified MoRF 
regions, therefore combining PROMIS with MoRFchibi suppresses the 
scores to produce higher scores where MoRFs exists 

In summary, we have proposed a new MoRF predictor named OPAL 
using structural information of disordered regions and physicochemical 
properties of amino acids. Overall, OPAL is the most accurate MoRF 
predictor available today and it has outclassed the state-of-the-art predic-
tors ANCHOR, MoRFpred, MoRFchibi and MoRFchibi-web.  
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Predictors Precision F-measure AUC 
i5 4 core 3.50GHz 
desktop Server 

Multiple sequence 
alignments 

Combined compo-
nent predictors 
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Fig.6: Propensity scores of protein P42768. Propensity scores are given by OPAL in red, PROMIS in blue and MoRFchibi in green. The two verified sections of MoRFs 
are marked in yellow color.     
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